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ABSTRACT
In social Human-Robot Interaction (sHRI) people have studied
social interactions with awkward, confrontational, or unsettling
robots. In order to create these situations, researchers often secretly
control the robot (the “Wizard of Oz”, WoZ, technique), use
confederates (researchers pretending to be participants), or the
researchers themselves create the desired social condition. While
these studies may be antagonistic, they are designed to be ethical;
when conducting a study, IRB (Institutional Review Board)
processes are in place to assess the study design for potential risk
to participants, and to ultimately protect the public. However, these
processes do not generally involve assessment of impact on the
researchers conducting the study. In our own work, we have noted
how researcher “wizards” in social HRI experiments, particularly
those which place participants in awkward or confrontational
situations, can themselves be negatively impacted from the
experience when their experiment protocol has them antagonize,
deceive, or argue with participants. In this paper, we explore how
experimental design can impact the wellbeing of the researchers,
particularly for wizards in social HRI experiments. By building a
psychological grounding for the impact on people who do socially
stressful actions, we evaluate the potential for researcher social
stress in recent sHRI studies. Our summary and discussion of this
survey results in recommendations for future HRI research to
reduce the burden on wizards in their own experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Studies involving human participants are a core component of
research in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), particularly work that
focuses on social interaction between humans and robots – social
HRI (sHRI). Researchers involved in sHRI experiments are often
themselves part of the social interaction, for example, by interacting
with participants and the robot, sometimes as the authority figure
controlling the experiment. Researchers can also be confederates
(“fake” participants interacting with real participants), or
“wizards,” secretly controlling a robot to interact socially (the
“Wizard of Oz”, (WoZ) technique [29]). These techniques are
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Figure 1. A wizard-controlled robot pressures a participant in
an experiment (image from [13]). Based on psychology
literature, such behavior may be stressful to the
experimenters as well.
common-place as they enable the investigation of specific social
situations and interactions between people and ostensibly
intelligent robots. To protect participants in these social
experiments, procedures are in place to assess the ethics of a study
design, but less consideration has been given to how these social
interactions may negatively impact the researchers.
The use of formal studies involving participants to investigate
social situations is commonplace in broader Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), such as in affective computing and virtual agents.
sHRI is unique in this area given robots’ physical embodiments,
which helps create a particularly strong sense of agency: this raises
the realism and impact of social and emotional responses that
people may have when interacting with them [51]. Further, sHRI
has a history of testing the boundaries of confrontational or socially
awkward situations involving robots, echoing classic psychology
work (e.g., the Milgram [38] or Stanford Prison [21] experiments).
For example, researchers have had robots pressure participants into
doing uncomfortable tasks [1], continuing a task even after
participants ask to stop [13], or to do morally-questionable tasks
[2,3]. We believe that robots have physical and social realism
[32,51], thus socially uncomfortable interactions with them are
psychologically similar to analogous interactions with people; this
may create a negative social and emotional impact on researchers,
thus highlighting the importance of considering how such sHRI
experiments may impact the researchers who conduct them.
In this paper, we propose that sHRI experiments have the potential
to negatively impact the researchers conducting them; it is
reasonable to expect researchers to empathize with a participant
undergoing stress, relate to the social experience in the experiment,
or feel stress themselves from creating a stressful situation for
others. Research in Psychology details how socially uncomfortable

situations in general can cause stress [4,5,23,30], and how common
experimental design components such as deception (such as being
a robot wizard or confederate) can amplify this [18,21,22]. Indeed,
in our own work, we have noted that such social experiments
sometimes have a negative impact on a wizard’s wellbeing,
particularly when the research protocol has the wizard being
antagonistic. Further, researcher stress may negatively impact
experiment results by reducing performance and ability to maintain
any required deception [18].
This paper is a call for awareness, research, and inquiry into
socially induced stress for researchers in sHRI experiment design.
We first outline a basic psychological framing for potential social
stress for researchers conducting studies, and then analyze a
number of recent sHRI studies for aspects which may induce such
stress. We finish with initial recommendations for how future
research can take care to reduce – or at least be aware of – potential
researcher stress in sHRI experiments.

2. RESEARCHER STRESS
There is a body of research exploring the general problem of HRI
evaluation [42,51]. Work that considers potential impacts of
research study design on people has generally focused on the
participants (e.g., [36]), such as the deception of participants [43].
Some even consider the ethics of how robots are treated [24].
However, we are only aware of one work that has called for a
consideration of the impact of study design on researcher
wellbeing, which specifically called for clearly informing
researchers of the potential for stress when they will be placing
participants in uncomfortable social situations [13]. As such, we
see a hole here that should be filled. We call for increased research
on how study designs may negatively impact researchers. Our work
in this paper begins to address this by highlighting potential issues,
and analyzing recent sHRI work, examining how experiment
design impacts researcher stress.
First, we explore the evidence for how and why researchers may be
affected by their experiments. We then explore general stress in
social interaction from the lens of a researcher conducting a sHRI
experiment and expand on work in Psychology specifically
pertaining to researcher wellbeing. Finally, we expand on the case
of Wizard of Oz studies, and detail why this may be particularly
stressful to researchers.

2.1 Researchers Potentially Impacted by
Participation in Studies
The Stanford prison experiment [21] is a seminal study contributing
to modern experimental ethics on many fronts. While it is
commonly known for the impact it had on research participants, it
also clearly documented and demonstrated that researchers
themselves could become psychologically affected by being
involved in the experiment. The well-known goal of this work was
to explore psychological power dynamics between participants
acting as either prison guards or prisoners. However, the principle
investigator, who was involved by acting as the prison
superintendent, became absorbed into the role and was impacted by
the social situation of the experiment. In this case, as a result the
researcher ultimately allowed and enabled clearly unacceptable
psychological abuse between participants, a fact that other
researchers involved have noted caused them a lot of stress [52].
Thus, even experienced researchers who themselves designed an
experiment, can be psychologically affected by those same
experiments.

An important result of the Stanford Prison Experiment is that both
the researchers and participants did not stop the experiment – even
though they could choose to do so – despite how stressful it was for
those involved (though a few participants quit partway, many
stayed). The principle investigator hesitated to stop the experiment
even after external observers highlighted the unacceptable abuses,
though the external observers convinced him in the end [21,52]. In
this case, it clearly demonstrates that researchers – as well as
participants – can be prone to situational attribution of behavior,
people will often act in ways that suit a situation, even if it may go
against their natural disposition [21]. While we are careful to note
that the majority of sHRI experiments will not result in this strong
case of directly harming participants, the principle holds in the
more general case. That is, we can expect researchers involved in
social interactions – even when they know they are acting – to have
a tendency to behave and feel as if the situation is real. If the
researcher is partaking in negative social interactions, then this may
have negative impact on the researcher’s mental wellbeing.
Follow up work to the Stanford Prison Experiments is sparse,
particularly with respect to impact of study design on researchers.
Notable examples include the consideration of ethics in medical
simulations involving death (virtual deception) [14] and that the
interplay of power and status may affect how researchers and
participants treat each other [16]. These projects, when talking
about harm, are primarily concerned with participant health; we
focus on considering this potential risk to researchers in the context
of sHRI studies.
While there have been no studies, to our knowledge, in the vein of
the Stanford Prison Experiment in sHRI, there have been several
studies that have pushed the boundaries of the field by studying
socially uncomfortable situations. Echoing the Stanford Prison
Experiment [21] and Milgram’s obedience study [38], some sHRI
researchers have, for example, studied obedience to robots when
compared to humans [13], or have used their authority as a
researcher and told participants to destroy robots [2,3], or perform
embarrassing medical procedures [1]. We propose that, like the
Stanford Prison Experiment, these researchers may have felt social
stress arising from these confrontational situations; we explore this
point by looking at the psychological basis for where social stress
could arise, and then apply that knowledge to sHRI studies that
examine uncomfortable social interactions with robots.

2.2 General Stress in Social Interaction
We explain here how the social situations that researchers can
partake in sHRI work can reasonably be expected to be stressful. In
psychology, research has investigated how stress can arise in social
situations [4,23], how people cope with social stress [30], and the
effects stress can have on people [11,20,41]. Such research
provides insights into how stress could affect researchers during
and after sHRI experiments.
In social interactions, people seek frequent, positive interactions to
form a sense of belonging; frequent negative reactions can result in
anxiety and stress [4]. While this behavior is typical when
interacting with close friends, people can also quickly and easily
bond with others they have only just met [18]; thus it is possible to
feel connected to and be affected by repeated interactions with
someone you’ve just met, such as a researcher interacting with a
participant. If those repeated interactions are negative, unexpected,
or uncontrollable, such as discrimination, physical stress, or
arbitrary and confrontational, there may be a potential for stress to
the researcher [12].

Researchers, particularly confederates and wizards in WoZ
experiments, are placed in a situation similar to participants: they
may feel a loss of control and helplessness as they are following a
scripted act that enforces a potentially confrontational or
antagonizing protocol (e.g., [1,3,13]). These feelings of
helplessness and lack of control can lead to stress and anxiety
[12,23].

2.3 Stress in sHRI Studies
Cognitive demand on researchers is common in many experiments,
but can combine with social stress to produce negative effects [12].
For example, deception, such as misleading participants in order to
create desired social situations to study, or being a confederate or
wizard, is common in sHRI. However, employing deception can
raise cognitive stress: deceit takes more cognitive processing to
maintain, and the risk of failure of the deception can result in
additional mental and physical stress [18,41]. Researchers involved
in sHRI evaluations often are observing a broad range of
interactions, taking a holistic view of the interaction, including
personal instincts and feelings, body language and word choices,
and the overall evolution of a social interaction [51]. Keeping this
number of parameters in check, especially while maintaining
deception [18], can increase overall cognitively load [12].
Once stressed, a person applies coping strategies to manage the
stress [30]. While how one copes in a situation is heavily dependent
on their emotional intelligence and empathy [17,46], there are
common broad-brush strategies that are relevant to researchers in
sHRI. In formal experiments that follow scripts and procedures,
researchers have little leeway in how they can alter their behavior.
As such, they are likely to employ avoidance coping (distracting
oneself from how one feels), or emotional coping (focusing on the
negative feelings to attempt to diffuse them); neither of these are
effective for maintaining mental health [11,15,20]. Task-focused
coping, where a person actively tries to change the stressful
circumstances, is much healthier [30]. While scripted experiments
limit how this can be employed immediately, research design can
create positive interactions quickly, such as having a researcher
meeting and talking with participants immediately after an
experiment, [4].

2.4 Potential Consequences of Researcher
Stress
Researchers who create stressful social situations can also
experience that stress themselves [21]. It has also been shown that
stress arising in laboratories can have similar psychological and
physiological effects as analog situations in natural environments
[12]. This has broad health implications, as stress can impact
physical health [4,20,41], interpersonal relationships [4,20], and
cognitive ability [41].
Stress can affect the performance of researchers in their
experiments, and thus the outcomes and reliability of research
results. Research has demonstrated how emotional suppression
(e.g., a common coping strategy) can reduce someone’s ability to
communicate [11,12] by increasing cognitive demand [41],
potentially impacting study quality. Evidence also suggests stress
can make people socially insensitive [12], an important
consideration of impact for observation-based sHRI studies.
Further, while we saw above how including deception in a study
can increase stress (see above), stress can further impact the quality
of deception. People who believe lying is morally impermissible
tend to have lower deception abilities when under stress [18]. When
stressed, deception can become more obvious to observers, and
believability is lowered [18].

2.5 Stress in Wizard-of-Oz Studies
Wizarding in particular has some stressors that may increase the
stress of the researcher. In sHRI, some experimental designs
include an initial phase to build rapport and empathy between the
participant and the robot before starting the experiment (e.g.,
[33,44,47]), and negative interactions with in-group relations can
increase stress for the researcher [4]. Wizards may feel isolated as
they operate the robot remotely in another room, which can
exacerbate feelings of stress [23]. The remote aspect may again
cause stress due to embarrassment from eavesdropping [34].
Additionally, controlling a robot can be a highly cognitively
demanding task [19,48], further increasing the mental load for
wizards. Together, these combine with the above stressors to make
wizarding potentially stressful in socially uncomfortable
experiments.
In the below sections, we group papers by rough themes that
highlight particular ways that the experiment may be stressful to
researchers. Each paper is given its own section, with the paper title
(and citation) as the section name.

3. ANALYSIS: POTENTIAL STRESS IN
RECENT HRI STUDIES
In this section we analyze a selection of recent sHRI works from
the perspective of considering researcher wellbeing from
involvement in a study, using our understanding of human stress
outlined in the prior section. The purpose of this analysis is to
explore, in the context of real work, aspects of study design that
may have the potential for impacting researcher wellbeing.
Conversely, we aim to identify study designs which may protect
researchers. We surveyed papers in the ACM/IEEE International
Conference on Human-Robot Interaction, the ACM International
Conference of Human-Agent Interaction, the Journal of Social
Robotics, and the Journal of Human-Robot Interaction.
This is not an exhaustive survey, as our goal is to find exemplar
works for analysis purposes. Further, we emphasize that we do not
aim to criticize these works, either from a scientific or moral
standpoint. Our goal is rather to use these as examples to aid us in
exploring the issue of researcher wellbeing when conducting sHRI
studies.

3.1 Persuasion, Obedience, and Social
Pressure
One group of work studies how people react in the face of authority,
whether it is a robot giving the orders, or a human researcher
ordering a participant to perform some socially unacceptable act to
a robot. The core social stress in these works stems from
participants being ordered or continuously pressured to perform
some task, even if they protest. This may create a negative social
interaction, and thus stress, for the researcher (or WoZ robot) [4].

3.1.1 Would You Do as a Robot Commands? [13]
This project investigated how people react when repeatedly
pressured by a robot or a human to complete a tedious task, even
after repeatedly asking to quit (Figure 1). Researchers were
involved in three relevant capacities: as a human pressuring
participants in one of the conditions, the human introducing and
orchestrating the experiment, and placing the participant in the
situation, and the human acting as a wizard remotely controlling the
robot, and directly pressuring people.
The primary concern for researcher stress in this experiment is
social guilt arising from placing the participant uncomfortable
situation. A large part of this arises from the confrontational social

situation that the researchers partook in for 27 participants. When a
participant indicated that they wanted to quit the experiment, the
researcher (directly, in the human condition, or as a wizard, in the
robot condition) followed a strict confrontational protocol to insist
the participant continue. The paper reports that this resulted in
participants being visibly upset, arguing, whining, displaying
exasperation, calling the robot names, and other behaviors that
indicated their stress. Not only do we expect general researcher
stress from the negative social interactions [4], this may be
compounded by a potential feeling of helplessness given the need
to act according to a strict protocol script [30], and the physical
isolation for the wizard operator.
At the end of this experiment, the protocol immediately had a
friendly reconciliation and debriefing between the researcher and
participant. This enabled the researchers to apologize, have a
positive interaction, make sure the participant was okay, and end
the deception as soon as possible; such active and positive social
interactions can be expected to reduce stress [4,30].

3.1.2 The influence of robot anthropomorphism on
the feelings of embarrassment when interacting with
robots [1]
Researchers in this work had various medical robots that could
convince participants to perform increasingly embarrassing
medical procedures (Figure 2). Researchers introduced the study
and debriefed participants in person, but were otherwise in another
room, controlling the robot as a wizard. Potential stress could come
from empathy when the 44 participants seemed uncomfortable with
the procedure, or real embarrassment from seeing participants
undress, typically a private matter [34]. There is also a potential for
future discomfort if they meet participants later, e.g., on campus.
Participants were debriefed, but no specific details on how the
researcher may have tried to create positive social interactions were
described.

3.1.3 To Kill a Mockingbird Robot [3]
This project studied people’s disposition to be violent towards a
robot based on the robot’s intelligence. Researchers were present in
person to guide the interaction, and pressured people at the end to
smash the robot with a hammer until the robot stopped moving.

includes embarrassment from social transgressions [34], or direct
conflict with the WoZ robots who antagonize the participants [4].

3.2.1 Using Robots to Moderate Team Conflict [25]
Researchers studied robots as a mediator of group conflict, having
multiple participants collaborate in a mock-bomb defusing task
with a robot. There were 3 primary roles for researchers:
conducting the study, confederate posing as a participant and
creating conflict in the team, and wizard, who controlled the robot
to mediate the conflict.
The main stressor was for the confederate, who repeatedly created
negative social interactions in the form of group conflict and
tension by calling participants “stupid” or “not good at this.”
Further, the bomb-defusing robot (WoZ) would scold the
confederate for their rude remarks, or try to comfort them (which
sometimes elicited laughter from the participants) which can
socially isolate the confederate in the team. The wizard may feel
guilt by causing stress because the robot’s behaviors were designed
to be slow in the time-limited task. While participants were
debriefed, no details were given on how the researchers may have
coped with any stress form the study.

3.2.2 Interaction with a Cheating Robot [35,49]
In order to study people’s view on a robot’s moral accountability,
researchers have had used the same WoZ study design with 156
participants where the robot cheats at rock-paper-scissors. The
researchers both introduced and debriefed the participant about the
study, or they were the wizard, playing the game but had specific
rounds they would cheat.
The primary area of potential stress is for the wizard, when
cheating. These situations were noted to create confusion, or even
stress and anger, negative social responses that may upset the
wizard. The wizard was unable to apologize or break from protocol,
potentially increasing the stress felt [30]. Finally, both experiments
did not report debriefing strategies in detail, so it is unclear whether
positive interactions or other coping mechanisms may have been
used.

The primary concern for stress comes from social guilt from
making participants uncomfortable by pressuring them to commit
violence on the lab equipment. If any of the 16 participants
hesitated or refused, or did not do enough damage, the researcher
followed a protocol to pressure them into continuing. Such
confrontation is a negative social interaction which could cause
stress [4], potentially compounded by the inability to break from
protocol if the participant was uncomfortable [30]. After debriefing
participants, researchers inquired if the participants felt any
negative effects, creating a helpful and positive interaction which
could reduce researcher guilt or stress levels.

3.1.4 Summary of Stressors
In these works, the common stressors to the researchers were: 1)
guilt from forcing participants to comply with uncomfortable
orders, and 2) stress from witnessing or being unable to respond to
participants’ protests against the experiment due to protocols.

3.2 Inter-Personal Conflict
This section includes work where social conflict arose between a
robot and person, but, contrary to the previous section, the robot
has an equal or lower social status than the person. This can create
social conflict in new ways with the different balance of power.
Common causes of social stress to the researcher in this section

Figure 2. A robot (controlled by a wizard), orders participants
to undress [1].

3.2.3 Do People Hold a Humanoid Robot Morally
Accountable for the Harm It Causes? [26]
Similarly, researchers have studied a robot that lies so a participant
can’t receive some money [26]. Again, there is a wizard controlling
the robot, who lies about the participant’s success at a game, and
says they won’t receive the prize money, and an experimenter who
guides the interaction with the robot and the participant.
The main potential stressor is the conflict that arises from arguing
about the participant’s performance. The study is designed so the
participant clearly succeeds, and that the robot is clearly misjudging
the performance. If an argument does not occur, the procedure has
the wizard attempt to provoke the participant about their loss. The
tension may mount as the robot continually insists it is correct and
infallible, maintaining the deception while participants appealed to
logic and argued. No debriefing by the wizard or experimenter was
mentioned.

3.2.4 Escaping from Children's Abuse of Social
Robots [10]
This work studied abuse of robots (Figure 4). Human researchers
were not present in the public experiment, only a wizard-controlled
robot. In this study, the robot autonomously patrolled an area, but
the wizard controlled social interactions. Researchers recorded
instances where children came up to the robot, called it names, and
even physically attacked their robot. In this case, the negative
violent acts were quite explicit, and may have caused additional
stress as the wizard had to sit there and endure it, or attempt to
verbally stop the abuse. In the report, no debriefing or talking to
participants outside of their interaction with the robot was stated.

3.2.5 Would You Trust a (Faulty) Robot? [45]
In this study, researchers tested how far people trusted a robot the
exhibited faulty behaviors. The researcher who introduced and
debriefed the participant was also the wizard, leaving the room after
beginning the experiment.
Potential stress in this experiment comes from creating awkward
social situations: after building rapport, the robot began to make
“unusual requests” such as disposing of or reading a friend’s mail,
or pouring orange juice in a plant. The robot would wait up to one
minute for the participant to decide whether to do the task, possibly
creating a socially awkward pause that may make both the
participant and wizard uncomfortable [37]. The study reported they
carefully debriefed the participant, but left out details of how.

human researcher conflicting with the robot, rather than a direct
interaction with the participant. In this group of research, researcher
stress from negative social interactions may be magnified due to
the stronger bond they may form with the participant [4,23].

3.3.1 A comparison of empathy toward a physical
and a simulated robot [47]
Researchers measured and engaged the empathy of participants
towards robots by building rapport with a robot, and then had
participants watch the robot have its memories wiped [47]. A
researcher briefed the participant, and left the room while a wizard
controlled the robot the participant interacted with. The human
researcher would return and “reset” the robot’s memories.
The potential stress is to both the wizard and the human researcher
who returns to wipe the robot’s memories; creating a negative
social experience for the participant may have created empathetic
emotions in the researchers as some participants empathized with
the robot and were upset to watch this. The paper does not mention
any specific or debriefing strategies that may create positive
interactions between the participant and researchers.

3.3.2 "Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do!" [2]
This project measured how social behaviors could decrease
willingness to turn off a robot while the robot protests against it [2].
There was only one researcher, who both introduced the
experiment, and was the wizard during the experiment. A possible
stressor is how the researcher may create social discomfort by
asking the participant to turn off the robot, which they often
hesitated to do. This may be magnified by social conflict – the robot
protests getting turned off, and the experimenter waits and watches
as participants deliberate whether to comply. No debriefing was
mentioned, but the study did not include pressure from the
researcher if the participant hesitated.

3.3.3 Investigating the Effects of Robotic Displays of
Protest and Distress [8]
In this work, researchers measured if people would be reluctant to
break something made by a robot (Figure 3). Researchers
introduced the study, and a separate wizard controlled the robot.
The primary source of stress is to the wizard, who must obey the
commands the user gives the robot, and protest when ordered to
break the object the robot created – a social conflict. Wizards were
ordered in natural language, which may have become more

3.2.6 Summary of Stressors
The main potential researcher stressors in this section are: 1) openly
antagonizing the participants (e.g., cheating, deriding), 2) being
antagonized by participants, and 3) social transgressions such as
waiting uncomfortable periods of time in silence.

3.3 Engaging Emotional Empathy
A common sHRI technique includes building a relationship with
the robot before the social interaction under study is created [33].
The social conflict often arises out of experimental setup, or a

Figure 4. Children verbally or physically abuse wizardcontrolled robots [10].

Figure 3. A (wizarded) robot cries after a participant orders it
to destroy a tower it made [8]

insistent as the robot objected (though this is conjecture on our
part). No mention of debriefing was found in the paper.

3.3.4 Machines as a source of consolation [6]
Researchers have also measured the effect of social behaviors on
the emotional approachability of robots by having participants tell
a robot a negative intimate story about themselves. The robot
listening to the story was controlled by a wizard, and human
experimenters introduced and debriefed the participants (it is not
clear if they were the same experimenter).
The stress risk is to the wizard who may feel embarrassment by
eavesdropping on sensitive conversations [34]. The study described
that in the debriefing they made sure the participant was
comfortable with their participation in the study, a form of active
coping.

3.3.5 Are Robots Ready for Administering Health
Status Surveys? [9]
This project explored if robots are useful to perform sensitive
medical questionnaires. Researchers included a professional
trained in administering medical questionnaires, and the wizard
who piloted the robot. The only stress we can see potentially arising
is from empathy or sympathy when hearing sensitive stories, or if
a participant becomes uncomfortable during parts of the interview.
The debriefing details were not reported well, but the wizard was
allowed to make positive social interactions (e.g. remarking
“Wonderful!”) when appropriate, perhaps relieving some social
discomfort.

3.3.6 Will People Keep the Secret of a Humanoid
Robot?[27]
Researchers have investigated if social behaviors can increase trust
in a robot to the point where participants would keep a secret the
robot tells them from a human researcher. The researchers’ roles
include being the wizard, introducing the experiment at the
beginning, and asking about the subject of the secret at the end.
The sources of stress come from creating social discomfort: the
wizard insists that the participant hear its secret, even if the
participant is not receptive. Additionally, the wizard protests to the
participant if the secret is divulged to the human researcher,
creating conflict, a negative social experience. The human
researcher may also feel stress from guilt about pressuring the
participant by asking about the secret [4].
The experiment was designed to minimize social stress, however.
The report details how the robot suggests telling the participant the
secret multiple times, but not in an aggressive way (leaving the
participant a way to not hear the secret). Additionally, the human
researcher asks about the secret indirectly, mentioning the subject
of the secret in a casual list in conversation, and did not insist on
the subject. These designs were taken to reduce participant stress,
but such active coping may have also reduced the stress felt by the
researchers.

3.3.7 "Robovie, you'll have to go into the closet now"
[28]
In this research, researchers have measured if children would
attribute ethics, morality, and civil liberties to a social robot (Figure
5). One researcher was a wizard, and the other introduced the study,
interviewed, and debriefed the children after the study.
Additionally, the human researcher ended the interaction by cutting
the interaction short and putting the robot into the closet, even when
the robot protested it wanted to play the game and was scared and
alone in the dark closet.

Figure 5. A robot hugs a child participant before protesting
about being shut in a closet by a cold-minded researcher [28].
The primary stressors in this study are likely for the human
researcher, who has to interrupt the child and robot playing a game
and then, against numerous protests of fear from the robot,
physically coerce the robot into the closet. This is an act, but it is
an aggressive and negative social interaction as it was designed to
appear unfair for the robot to the child, and could cause stress for
the experimenter who performed it [4,21]. The wizard may also feel
stress by being absorbed in their role and feeling the unfair act
towards as directed towards themselves [21,52]. Relatedly, if the
children became visibly upset, it may cause an empathic stress
response in the researchers [12].

3.3.8 Summary of Stressors
In these works, researchers were potentially stressed by: 1) guilt
from creating an negative emotional experience for the participant,
2) witnessing embarrassing acts, and 3) creating conflict by forcing
the participant to either perform a social transgression to the robot
or researcher (by having to keep a secret, refuse to turn off a robot,
etc.). Additionally, the stresses were potentially magnified in cases
where the researcher went through rapport exercises earlier.

4. DISCUSSION
Our survey highlights themes in experiment design that relate to
causing or helping reduce researcher stress. In obedience studies, a
common possible stressor was researchers pressuring participants
multiple times, even if participants protested. In studies where WoZ
robots and participants interacted with equal social status, social
conflict arose from communication breakdown: the robot would
have limited responses, stubbornly not listen to participants’
arguments, or leave socially uncomfortable pauses in conversation.
While inducing empathy with WoZ robots, researchers often acted
out a socially uncomfortable interaction, but did not allow a
positive resolution: the experiment ended and immediately moved
to debriefing. Debriefing itself was the most common technique to
reduce researcher social stress, while other strategies included faceto-face introduction of wizards and confederates afterwards, or
allowing participants to back out of uncomfortable situations. We
discuss these points, and summarize our recommendations for
researchers to use in their next experiment design.
Perhaps obvious, possible social conflicts should be minimized if
they are not necessary to test the experimental hypothesis. For
example, instead of allowing long pauses while robots await
responses, researchers can design natural and smooth social
interactions such as utilizing conversational tactics like repetition

of the request, physical or virtual conversation fillers [40]. In
research involving social conflict, try to allow more options for
participants to avoid it naturally, and reduce pressure to comply
with socially uncomfortable instructions. This will reduce the
number of negative social interactions researchers have with
participants, potentially reducing social stress of the researcher.
We found that wizards who create conflict are often separate from
human researchers who do the debriefing. Introducing wizards to
participants afterwards was one strategy we observed, and it may
help wizards feel more at ease by allowing apologies, discussion,
and positive interaction after the experiment. This is supported by
evidence that face-to-face meetings can reduce the negative impact
of conflict that arose between people acting remotely [22].
Wizards and confederates are often researchers with little training
in acting in socially confrontational situations, and practice little
before experiments [42]. To mitigate many of the deception and
confrontation issues, training professional actors as wizards may
have merit. Actors are trained in portraying other personalities, and
engaging in social situations with effort to make them as realistic
as possible. This training, with a sufficiently advanced
teleoperation interface, may create more believable robot behaviors
(as noted in [7]), as well as having a wizard who may be more used
to following a script in a socially conflicting situation.
We found few papers report if they performed a debriefing, and that
fewer report debriefing details. Psychologists encourage thorough
debriefing [5,50], and we propose the community should encourage
the reporting of debriefing strategies. One researcher has proposed
a formal debriefing strategy that aims to educate participants about
the research by extending the participant’s experiences to the
general hypotheses of the research, and how it may apply in the
world [31]. Another proposes a thorough, step-by-step description
of the experiment after the deception is revealed, allowing
participants to re-evaluate their experience [39]. It is even possible
to allow participants to completely withdraw their data from
analysis without judgement or penalty [39], perhaps acting as a
form of active coping [30].

4.1 Initial Suggestions for Reducing or
Mitigating Researcher Stress
Drawing on the discussion above, we summarize our
recommendations below. These should act as a starting point for
future research design, as our survey did not include enough data
to give strong recommendations on which techniques may reduce
stresses in specific situations. While it may seem unusual that most
recommendations focus on ethical participant treatment, this is
because the participant is such a central part of the social
interaction. Creating informative, positive interactions with
participants while avoiding negative interaction that is left
unexplained produces positive social interaction, and should reduce
researcher stress [4,12]:
 Reduce the number of unavoidable social conflicts with the
participant; less conflict will reduce researcher stress.
 Educate confederates and wizards about the potential for stress
and increase opportunities for them to provide feedback during
experimental design. Ensure wizards and confederates can
withdraw from the study if they feel uncomfortable.
 Include wizards, if present, in the debriefing, to provide a
constructive stress-coping opportunity; allow the wizard to
have positive interactions with the participant (e.g., to express
encouragement, and appreciation).
 Immediately and thoroughly debrief participants after the study
to minimize the duration of the negative social interaction. If

deception was used, explain why it was necessary and help
them reevaluate their experience in light of this knowledge,
enabling the researcher to ensure the participant’s interaction
with the researcher as a wizard or confederate is viewed in a
positive way.
 Debrief wizards after studies to let them voice their concerns or
stress to the principle investigators. Be mindful that the
principle researchers may not be impartial to stress they may be
causing.

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper provides a base motivation and preliminary exploration
for researcher-focused ethical experiment design. While our initial
analysis and survey shows a great deal of potential for researcher
stress in many recent studies, the actual stress on researchers must
be formally studied to move this work form being purely analytical
to being empirically grounded. Further research might even
consider the programmers of autonomous social robots may be
affected when their robots encounter negative social situations.
Our initial work should act as a base for research into future of sHRI
experimental designs that also consider researcher stress. Specific
areas of social interaction may enable the development of specific
techniques to reduce researcher stress. For example, techniques to
reduce social stress to researchers in Robots and Obedience
research may be less applicable projects that focus on building and
measuring empathy between people and robots.
In addition to the development of new experimental designs, formal
evaluation of existing sHRI research may uncover more designs
that have affected researcher stress in both positive and negative
ways already. Such a two-pronged approach can leverage existing,
proven experiment designs, while creating new experiments that
reduce the social stress of the researchers that perform them.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we highlighted that sHRI studies can be stressful for
researchers, as well as participants, when socially uncomfortable
situations are used. We provided a psychological discussion on
potential stress for researchers working in sHRI, and indicated how
this may further impact research outcome quality. We further
analyzed a range of papers, highlighting how actual study designs
in recent works can be expected to cause researcher stress. We
closed the paper with an initial set of suggestions for considering
researcher wellbeing in experiment design.
This paper is only an initial piece of what we believe to be a broadreaching program. We call for other researchers to not only
consider how their experimental designs impact their team
members, but to explicitly conduct research in this area. We should
be talking to each other, our research team, involving them in our
experimental design, and building a better understanding of how,
when, and by how much researchers get stressed from conducting
this kind of work.
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